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Overview of the initiative 

Desired outcome of the Work Plan 
 
Establish a framework to  

•jointly address issues related to the safety (including the protection of the 
environment), and security of vessels operating within the Great Lakes 
and St. Lawrence Seaway, in order to eliminate duplicative inspections 
and eliminate impediments to trade. 

 
Action Item 1:  Explore the feasibility of an expanded Joint Initial Verification 
Program in the St. Lawrence Seaway at Montreal to address both safety and 
security inspection requirements with the intent to reduce duplication of 
inspection.  
 
Action Item 2:  Explore feasibility of mutual recognition of regulatory oversight 
regimes for vessels operating exclusively on the GL and the SLS. 
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Presentation Notes
Desired outcome of the Work Plan  Establish a framework to jointly address issues related to the safety (including the protection of the environment) and security of vessels operating within the Great Lakes (GL) and St. Lawrence Seaway (SLS), in order to eliminate duplicative inspections and eliminate impediments to trade.  Priority areas include:   Action Item 1:  Explore the feasibility of an expanded Joint Initial Verification Program in the St. Lawrence Seaway at Montreal to address both safety and security inspection requirements with the intent to reduce duplication of inspection; and  Action Item 2:  Explore feasibility of mutual recognition of regulatory oversight regimes for vessels operating exclusively on the GL and the SLS. The Regulatory Cooperation Council Great Lakes & St-Lawrence Seaway Working Group (RCC GL-SLS WG) was created to carry out these tasks/action items.The project commenced in October of 2011, and was completed in March of 2013.
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Progress update 

Action item 1 – Results of the Pilot Project on Port State Control (PSC) 
 
-22 requests made for joint inspections with 8 different marine agents. 
 
-18 positive answers (4 refusals). Of those eighteen positive answers, ten (10) 
vessels were jointly boarded for inspection by both TC and USCG inspectors.  
 
-6 vessels given PSC Exam Credit by USCG. 
 
Preliminary Findings - Outcome 
 

-Joint PSC inspections are feasible and can be accommodated by vessel 
crews. 
 

-Conducting joint PSC examinations in Canadian waters may not be the most 
efficient method. 
 

-The joint PSC process should remain separate from JIVP for the time being. 
 

-Leveraging the St. Lawrence Seaway Enhanced Seaway Inspection process 
may lead to more efficiencies for both countries. 
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Presentation Notes
Port State Control (PSC) HistorySince 2004, a MOU signed between the USCG and TC permits personnel to observe and enhance communications and cooperation regarding the implementation of the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code under the SOLAS Convention).  Under that MOU, USCG personnel have been accompanying TC Security Inspectors on board vessels in Canada (Joint Initial Verification Program – JIVP).  Current ProjectIn order to assess the concept of expanding the JIVP to include safety, the Working Group conducted a Port State Control (PSC) Pilot Project involved joint PSC inspections by TC and USCG.  The project tested concepts of coordinated targeting, joint inspection, mutual recognition of inspection results, and information sharing.  Duration: Started mid-August 2012 and was finalized on December 19th 2012 upon completion of inspection of an array of vessel types found to be sufficiently representative by the project principles.  Scope: Joint inspections carried out on vessels selected by Transport Canada under the Paris MOU and Canadian Tanker Inspection Program for first and subsequent tanker visits.Preliminary FindingsObservations made by the inspection teams and a majority of the feedback collected from vessel crews indicated that joint PSC exams are feasible and that two teams can be accommodated by the crew.Due to logistical concerns (especially travel time and costs for USCG inspectors), conducting joint PSC exams may not be the most efficient method of reducing duplicative inspections.  The Working Group is proposing several recommendations that would accomplish the same goal with less travel required.The working group is not recommending expanding the JIVP to include safety for two reasons.  First, vessels are assessed under different criteria for safety and security inspections.  Based on 2012 data, only 4 vessels entering the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway system received both a JIVP and a PSC exam.  In addition, while security and safety exams are completed on foreign vessels by the same USCG team, they are carried out by separate TC teams because each team has different operational experience and training.  Based on the PSC Pilot Project and USCG and TC experience, the Working Group believes it would be difficult for vessel crews to simultaneously support thee inspection teams simultaneously.Over the course of the project, the Working Group observed that the St. Lawrence Seaway Corporations were also conducting inspections on vessels entering the system, called Enhanced Seaway Inspections (ESIs).  The group is making recommendations for mutual recognition of TC, USCG, and St. Lawrence Seaway inspections that would reduce duplicative efforts for vessels entering the system.
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Progress update 

Action item 2 - Highlights of actions undertaken 
 
-Memorandum of Understanding  (MOU) for cooperation on issues of Mutual 
Interest Respecting Marine Safety and Security between Transport Canada and 
the United States Coast Guard became effective in June 2012. 
 

-MOU between USCG and TC Respecting Mutual Recognition of Domestic 
Mariner Qualifications (2002) being revisited. 
 
Outcome 
 
-USCG is conducting fewer inspections of Canadian lakers visiting a U.S. port 
(annually). 
 
-TC is conducting a less detailed inspection on a limited number of U.S. vessels 
in Canadian ports (annually). 
 

-Efforts are being taken to bring these two approaches more closely into 
alignment. 
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Presentation Notes
TC and the USCG currently conduct safety and security inspections on each other’s fleet of vessels that operate exclusively on the Great Lakes (i.e., “lakers”); however, these inspections vary in scope and quantity.Overall, The USCG conducts a simplified version of their PSC exam on all Canadian vessels calling on US ports, normally during their first port visit of the operating season (annually).TC conducts a more detailed examination on U.S. vessels that call on Canadian ports, but they conduct exams on a small percentage of US vessels (annually).The Working Group is making short term recommendations that would more closely align the two inspection regimes as well as long term recommendations for full mutual recognition.The 2012 MOU for cooperation on issues of Mutual Interest Respecting Marine Safety and Security and the 2002 MOU Respecting Mutual Recognition of Domestic Mariner Qualifications provide the administrative framework for binational cooperation.  The Working Group is recommending that the 2002 MOU be revisited to include new aspects such as the Marine Labour Convention (MLC), the Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW), and manning.
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Recent Stakeholder Outreach 

The Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway working group has reached out to a 
number of stakeholder groups in the past several months. 
   
-Great Lakes Shipping Association - December 2012. 
  
-Great Lakes Waterways Conference - February 2013. 
  
-Lakes Carriers’ Association - February 2013. 
  
-Seaway Customer Relation Meeting - March 2013. 
  
-Shipping Federation of Canada - March 2013. 
  
-Canadian Maritime Advisory Councils - March/April 2013. 
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Next steps and key issues 

•The Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway project is now complete. 
 

•The final report will be submitted shortly.   
 

•No issues are considered outstanding. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Working Group has drafted a final report to provide recommendations and possible courses of action to eliminate unnecessary impediments to trade and duplication caused by inspection, screening, and reporting regimes. The final report will be routed through the two respective chains of command through the summer of 2013.
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Questions 

As the two country’s regimes are so closely aligned, 
what do you see as the impediments to mutually 
recognizing the other country’s regime? 
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